SOCCER ELITE MEETS PRINCETON IN LEAGUE MATCH

A.G. More, in Brocochard's Lozine, gives final instructions to the "Velvet Satin.

The Soviet's season is meeting a first-class team that has been acclaimed the best of its class in the country.

FIRE NO HANDICAP FOR RED AND BLUE

Despite incomparable results throughout the season, the Red and Blue appear to have been scheduled for no handicap. The contracts of this second division college will be re-arranged at the start of the season, and the matches will be worth exactly a cover. Thus, the contract will include no handicap.

The Red and Blue, who have been playing with considerable success, will be at the center of attention, with the aim of breaking new ground. Training is expected to be extensive and good.

1929 TEAM FACES VIRGINIA TECH

Pennsylvania State this afternoon, Pennsylvania's most powerful team, will line up against the University of Virginia College.

The team is expected to be one of the best ever to appear in the league, with the majority of the players being either Pennsylvania or Princeton graduates.

The faculty and students are looking forward to the match, which is expected to be a close contest.

PENN STATE自動車

The game will be played at 3:30, and the winning team will receive the "Champion Trophy." The losing team will receive a "Runner-Up Trophy."

Penn State's victory this year will give the team an overwhelming lead over the other teams in the league.

The game is being played in front of a packed crowd of spectators, including several former players and team managers.

In summary, this is an exciting match that should not be missed.
Cheering Criticism.

Considerable complaint has been heard concerning the roving of the cheer leaders this season by the press. Some complaints are in the effect that there is not enough roving, while others allege that there is too much.

There have been two distinct types of roving, the former of which is commendable, while the latter is disquieting. It is criticism that too often our own yell leaders have been roving too much this season, watching the progress of the game, when they should have been on their feet waving the student body into a frenzy by repeated yells and acrobatic antics. In contrast to our yell leaders, those critics point out those of Lafayette, who were continually on their feet and never lost an opportunity to prove to the world that the Tucker stand were still behind them.

Our cheer leaders are at present engaged in continuous yells is equaling bad. Several times this year the constant, incessant roving has gone so far as to cause much trouble to the members of both teams in hearing the distant yells from the field. So far as Field the Tucker's roars are in no way to the field that they are and likely will be roving even more while the signals are being called, hangmen the players.

Of the two extremes, it is true that the one occupied by the Pennsylvania rovers is the less objectionable, because it is the more gaudy and does not in any way hang the game. Our cheer leaders would do well to be a little more active in calling for yells at the right moment. But, at the same time, maintaining the present practice of not refining will such action could decrease distress in other lands.

Consolation of Classifiers.

Class elections were called up the past, and the new officers have held at least one meeting. More will be as to be no less than didactic, under the supervision of the class.

In order to avoid any such possibilities as considered above, every care should be taken to say all possible for the welfare of his class.

DER TAG.

When we are getting up in a house for our lease dates those days, the best opportunities of the wager being neglected. Every day of chances open for you and your questions that the tagger. For instance, trip, chemistry, G. and 1. Fraternity, etc., and the other side will not miss your opportunity. It is difficult to refuse when we are poor and have nothing left to eat. A little bit of money is worth a good feed.

When you are out of work and have some money, it is a good idea to have a little bit of money, as the old saying goes. Stick up for the shape of the house, and the house can be of useable.

Burden should not go unmentioned. Why not give a little red triangle for the boys in some of your Alpha_loader has been made to be a little red triangle, a student might be decorated with a small map having, "For a Good Boy," written on it. A little bit of money will be of much help.

To a survivor of a chemistry period, a little tack pinned in the handhole, is very things. For a scholar making a good mark in economics, a stickpin with the hand of the person can have been of useable.

COMMUNICATION.

Editor of The Pennsylvania.

Gladly (the individual parts of the letters of our Alpha_loader has been made to be a little red triangle, a student might be decorated with a small map having, "For a Good Boy," written on it. A little bit of money will be of much help.

To a survivor of a chemistry period, a little tack pinned in the handhole, is very things. For a scholar making a good mark in economics, a stickpin with the hand of the person can have been of useable.

R. T. S. hi' . Sou.


BOY SCOUTS.

On Wed. Nov. 13, 1919, at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, the Boy Scouts of the 39th District will meet in the gym. Monday at 5 o'clock.

N. W. Chapman, 111.

S. Minor.

D. Kuhda, 1920.

W. S. Kaufman.

M. Miller.

O'Reilly.

S. Zim.

B. Arellano.

C. Berguido.

J. Barlina.

J. H. W. Woodruff.

Bringer to West Philadelphia Bstation to

C. Halley; McKeen, Werber, I'oolo, Ames

Buchmuller; Meek. Herber, I'oolo, Ames

20 Bishop White.

S. O. P. STUDENTS

Custom Tailors to College Men

SCHOLA LATINA

Conversational method, which insures a more thorough knowledge

IN SIX MONTHS

is usually acquired in four years by the customary methods.

Terms: 80 a month in class

Soccer Third—Following re-union nov. 13th, 1919, we will take 21st trip for Harvard. Our team is the best in the University this year.

Band.—All members of band who did not sign up for the sport are requested to sign up for the sport.

Baptist Church.

Churches. Buring 2197 Walnut street.

Woodward.

Hand Laundry

3323 Woodward Avenue

Mending done free

GEORGE BRON

Swiss Watch Repairer

Graduate.

Master of Watches

1800 and 1900 Market Streets

Two years guarantee on all work

EXHIBITION BOXES BY BOXERS.

Dr. Maxey and Coach Ecker Er-

Cold Turkey KITCHEN

3337 KITCEN Avenue

OTHER THINGS TO EAT

SPECIALTY WITH ALL MEN

E. J. SPRINGER OPTICAL CO.

3956 Market Street

Phone

DANDY IRON & STEEL CO.

FOR SALE.

Phone

3323 Walnut Avenue

Three interesting and well-fought

Harry Herzberg's

Cigars or Cigarettes

Bring this ad to Cigar Store

Custom Tailors to College Men

2000 WOODLAND AVENUE

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

DUTCH KITCHEN

3337 KITCEN Avenue

BEST FOOD IN WEST PHILA

Fried Extra Sandwiches

All Kinds of Dry Martinis

Gin and Gin or Gallon

If M. S. or M. S. M. meet.

E. J. SPRINGER OPTICAL CO.

3956 Market Street

Eye Examined Scientifically

Broken Lens Replaced

Open evenings, weekends to University.

The Brown Brothers ORCHESTRAS

Phone

The Pennsylvania Barber Shop

3643 Woodward Avenue.

Branch: 3685 Woodward Ave.

Nin Barbers

MARBURG

Bell Phone: Baring 810

THE DIAMOND RESTAURANT

Remodeling

Cleaning, Repairing Pressing

220 E. 40th St.

The Hooper & Smith ORCHESTRAS

Phone

WINTER'S

36TH AND SANSONS STREETS.

216 Chestnut St., Phila.

Phone

Special Prices to Fraternities

H. DILL

Meats and Groceries

220 E. 40th St.

Prompt Service

Sat., Dec. 19, 1919.

Conversational method, which insures a morv thorough knowledge

Learn Latin by my interesting and easy

you

you

you

Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap, 1831

Baltimore

Prompt and careful attention.

KOLB'S TAILORING SHOPS

Oldest establishment on the campus

3780 Spruce St

10 Memorial Hall, U. of P. Penns."
Follow the Crowd!

Students running this way!!

Especially for Special Dinners


such as few lines of business offer. A great opportunity for young men starting in life, because of these conditions the business opens a

connection themselves with this Company.

KEITH'S

is

Distinction whatever way you

loose-fitting, warmth-without-weight garments—and we

full silk linings—values we cannot duplicate today to sell at

quarter-lined with iridescent silks and seams piped with it.

up around the neck and stay put—Oxfords, heather tones.

lined or quarter lined—all dependable Overcoats—$45

to $65.

Short jackets lined with sheepskin, $18.

shades; some lined in the shoulders only with variegated

Overcoats.

This Is the time that now has been away from Detroit all summer. Coach Polidori and INFORMATION will also give us a warrant of change of scenery. It is the third time in the history of the players, prize stock would be purchased.

The Place of Home Cooked Meals

Frat. Pins and Class Pipes

MANN & DILKS

EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS

Neckwear  Silk Shirts

Suits and qualities that are good

only set we higher in price

also

Underwear, Gloves, Handkerchiefs

Babushka, Wool Hose, Angora Jackets

Silk Mufflers

Tomlinson’s Dining Room

3702-3704 Spruce Street

Follow the Crowd! Students running this way!!

Freshmen Admitted

University Lunch Restaurant

The Place of Home Cooked Meals

Try Our Special Dinners—Especially for

Served from 5 to 8 P.M.

3645 WOODLAND AVENUE

THE RANKIN CO.

COLLEGE JEWELLERS AND STATIONERS

Frat., Pins and Class Pipes

Caps and Medals

1116 CHESTNUT ST.

ONE DOOR ABOVE KEEF’S

Here are Overcoats of Distinction whatever way you take them—Conservative Fashionable or In-between!

You will admire the grace and dignity of the lines in our Overcoats, and you may depend upon it that the beauty is not confined to the surface. It is wrought through and through into the very essence of every garment.

Take these handsome dark blues and blacks. Cut on close-fitting and on moderately close-fitting lines. Some have velvet collars, some are full skirts, and some are half lined or quarter lined—all dependable Overcoats—$45 to $65.

Or these dark novelty mixtures in chintzes and fringes, single-breasted and double-breasted, deep collars that roll up around the neck and stay put—Oxforths, heather tones. Autumn, brown, chestnut, green, gray herringbone, tax shades some lined in the shoulders only with variegated silks—$45, $55, $65.

At $40 and $45, blue double-breasted semi-close-fitting, quarter-lined with irisred silks and seems piped with it, low the Windsor, chestnut, gray, green, full silk linings—values we cannot duplicate today to sell at $42.50 each.

At $35—good, serviceable rough gray coverlets. Loose-fitting. Winter, warm without weight—garments—and we needn’t tell you that $25 makes them exceptional values!

Suits, $35, $40 up.

Short jackets lined with sheepskin, $14.

PERRY & CO., “N. B. T.”

16th & Chestnut Sts.
**The Constitution** of Today—Electrically Propelled

The U. S. & "New Mexico," the first battleship of any nation to be electrically propelled, is one of the most important achievements of the scientific age. She not only develops the maximum power and, with electrical control, has greater flexibility of maneuver, which is a distinct naval advantage, but also gives greater economy. At 19 knots, her normal cruising speed, she will use less than forty horsepower on the best turbine-driven ship that preceded her.

The electric generating plant, totaling 28,000 horsepower, and the propulsion equipment of the great super-dreadnought were built by the General Electric Company. Their operation has demonstrated the superiority of electric propulsion over old-time methods and a wider application of this principle in the merchant marine is fast making progress.

Six auxiliary General Electric Turbine-Generators of 409 horsepower each, supply power for nearly 60 motors, driving pumps, fans, shop machinery, and kitchen and laundry appliances, etc.

Utilizing electricity to propel ships at sea marks the advancement of another phase of the electrical industry in which the General Electric Company is the pioneer. Of equal importance has been its part in perfecting electric transportation on land, transforming the potential energy of waterfalls for use in electric motors, developing the possibilities of electric lighting and many other similar achievements.

As a result, no general are the applications of electricity to the needs of mankind that seriously a home or individual today need be without the benefits of General Electric products and service.